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Editors’ Note: 
In the instant case trial Court handed down death penalty to the accused on the basis of his 
confessional statement. High Court Division, on the other hand, found the confessional 
statement untrue inasmuch as medico-legal evidence runs counter to the manner of 
commission of offence described in confessional statement. High Court Division also found 
that the learned trial judge had based his findings on some hypotheses not established by 
evidence on record and contrary to the findings of the post mortem report. Therefore, the 
High Court Division rejected the death reference and acquitted the accused.  
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Untrue confession is not tenable in law: 
From the aforesaid discussions it transpires palpably that the unknown deceased 
woman was killed by strangulation (k¦vm‡iva), not by drowning (Pzwe‡q) as was disclosed by 
accused Rasu Kha in his confessional statement. Thus, it is clear that the deceased 
victim woman was killed not in the manner as was stated by accused Rasu Kha which 
has miserably exposed the untrue character of his alleged confession rendering the 
veracity of the same highly questionable as well as untenable in law.        ...(Para 66) 
 
In a criminal case time, place and manner of occurrence are required to be strictly 
proved beyond reasonable doubt: 
It is to be noted that in a criminal case time, place and manner of occurrence are the 
3(three) basic pillars upon which the foundation of the case stand on and the same are 
required to be strictly proved beyond reasonable doubt by the prosecution in a bid to 
ensure punishment for an offender charged with an offence. If in a given case any one of 
the above 3(three) pillars is found lacking or proved to be untrue then it will adversely 
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react upon the entire prosecution story. The same thing has happened in the instant 
case inasmuch as according to the prosecution story the deceased woman was killed by 
drowning, whereas as per medico-legal evidence furnished by P.W.11 Dr. Habibur 
Rahman, the victim was killed by strangulation and thereafter her dead body was 
abandoned in the water. The inquest-report also does bear out the aforesaid cause of 
death of the victim woman. Therefore, it is clear like anything that the prosecution has 
miserably failed to prove the manner of occurrence of the incident. Viewing from this 
angle there is no hesitation in saying that the confession alleged to have been made by 
accused Rasu Kha is not true so far as it relates to the manner of occurrence of the 
incident in concerned.                     ...(Para 67) 
 
Conjecture or hypothesis however strong it might be, cannot be the substitute for 
evidence: 
In our criminal justice delivery system there is no scope to lean on hypothesis or 
conjecture instead of proof of the manner of occurrence by sufficient evidence to find 
out the guilt of an accused charged with an offence. It is the settled principle of law that 
conjecture or hypothesis however strong it might be, cannot be the substitute for 
evidence. In such a backdrop, it can be concluded that the learned judge of the court 
below erred in law in adjudging the culpability of the accused in the killing incident of 
the deceased woman by the impugned judgment and order which has utterly failed to 
withstand the legal scrutiny.                        ...(Para 69) 
 
Under no circumstances, a judge should abandon his high place of impartial arbiter and 
assume the role of a prosecutor, however altruistic its motive may be:        
Having ignored the medico-legal evidence the trial court also presumed that the scar 
marks and other injuries found on the person of the victim woman are of old nature. 
But, on the basis of those scar marks including other injuries found on the chest and 
female organ of the victim woman P.W.11 Dr. Habibur Rahman categorically opined 
that the victim woman was subjected to rape before her death. In such a scenario, 
without any tangible materials, there is left no room for the learned Additional Sessions 
Judge to presume that those injury and bite marks were old in character. It is to be 
recalled that a judge is considered to be an impartial and neutral arbiter. Under no 
circumstances, he should abandon his high place of impartial arbiter and assume the 
role of a prosecutor, however altruistic its motive may be.           ...(Para 73) 
 
Confession of the accused was preceded by a prolonged police custody which has 
seriously affected the involuntary character of the same: 
It is undeniable that accused Rasu Kha was first arrested on 06-08-2009 from Gazipur 
Bazar in connection with another case filed with Faridgonj P.S. Chandpur and 
thereafter, he was shown arrested in the instant case on 15-10-2009 while he was also 
under police custody in connection with the earlier one and further that he was again 
taken on remand in the present case and eventually, he was produced before the 
relevant Magistrate court on 18-10-2009 by the investigation officer (P.W.6) with a 
prayer for recording his confession. Materials on record also do bear out the aforesaid 
factual events of the case. Therefore, it is patent that the confession of the accused was 
preceded by a prolonged police custody which has seriously affected the involuntary 
character of the same.                      ...(Para 75) 
 
It is to be noted further that charge of murder must be proved to the core beyond doubt 
by consistent and reliable evidence. When there is departure from the manner of 
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occurrence as alleged by the prosecution found in the evidence during trial, the veracity 
of the prosecution case becomes doubtful and in such a case conviction and sentence 
cannot be sustained in the eye of law.                ... (Para 78) 
 

JUDGMENT 
Shahidul Karim, J.  
 
    1. This death reference under section 374 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (for short, the 
Code) has been submitted by the learned Additional Sessions Judge, Chandpur for 
confirmation of the death sentence awarded to condemned-accused Rasu Kha. By the 
impugned judgment and order dated 22-04-2015, the learned Additional Sessions Judge of 
the court below convicted accused Rasu Kha under Sections 302 and 201 of the Penal Code 
and sentenced him there under to death along with a fine of Tk.50,000/- and 7 (seven) years 
rigorous imprisonment along with a fine of Tk.10,000/-, in default, to suffer imprisonment for 
1(one) year more respectively in Sessions Case No.156 of 2010, arising out of Chandpur P.S. 
Case No.19 dated 18-12-2008, corresponding to G.R. No.547 of 2008 and thereafter, 
submitted the entire proceedings of the case for confirmation of the death sentence imposed 
upon the accused. Against the aforesaid judgment and order of conviction and sentence, 
condemned-accused Rasu Kha has also preferred Jail Appeal No.77 of 2015.  
 
    2. Since the death reference and the connected Jail Appeal sprouted from the same 
judgment and order of conviction and sentence, they have been heard together and are being 
disposed of by this single judgment.  
 
    3. The prosecution case arose out of an infernal incident in which an unknown forlorn 
young woman aged about 18-19 years was done to death by strangulation (nÄ¡pl¡d) and 
thereafter her cadaver was abandoned in the river. 
 
    4. The prosecution case as projected in the FIR as well as unfurled during trial, in brief, is 
that P.W.6 S.I. Md. Nazrul Islam, while working at Chandpur Model Police Station, on 18-
12-2008, received an information over mobile phone from Md. Zakir Hossain, Member of 
Ward No.7, Chandpur Police Station that the dead body of an unknown woman aged about 
19 years was found floating on the western bank of Dakatia River near the house of one 
Abdur Rasid Mizi of Sobahanpur village under Bagadi Union Parishad No.8. Having 
received such news, P.W.6 along with other police personnel rushed to the spot on the 
strength of a G.D. being No. 756 dated 18-12-2008. After reaching the spot P.W.6 found the 
dead body of an unknown young woman with her both hands tied from behind to her 
respective legs with a torn part of yashmak. Except head, the entire body of the deceased 
woman was found floating in the river. Eventually, the dead body was recovered from the 
river whereupon P.W.6 held inquest of the same and obtained signature of the witnesses 
present there and sent it for autopsy through Constable Abdur Rob vide Chalan Exhibit No.3. 
P.W.6 also seized two parts of a pink coloured scarf and a part of pink coloured veil which 
were found beside the dead body vide seizure list Exhibit No.2. Thereafter, P.W.6 being 
informant lodged the formal FIR with Chandpur Police Station which gave rise to Chandpur 
Police Station Case No.  19 dated 18-12-2008.  
 
    5. After lodgment of the case, the task of investigation was entrusted to P.W.13 S.I. 
Chironjib Das who, during investigation, visited the place of occurrence, prepared sketch 
map thereof along with index, examined witnesses under section 161 of the Code and 
circulated the photographs of the deceased woman to different nearby police stations in order 
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to ascertain her whereabouts and also obtained the post-mortem report. Eventually, having 
failed to unearth the real perpetrator of the crime as well as the identity of the deceased 
victim, P.W.13 submitted final report as true (FRT) being No. 427 dated 27-06-2009 under 
section 302/34 of the Penal Code. 
  
    6. While the matter was awaiting for order before the concerned Judicial Magistrate Court, 
accused Rasu Kha made a confessional statement in connection with Faridgonj Police Station 
Case No. 15 dated 15-07-2009, corresponding to G.R. No. 122 of 2009, wherein he 
unravelled the killing incident of the instant case and also made a detailed account of other 
crimes already committed by him in respect of other women.  
 
    7. Having received such information, on the prayer of the concerned police, the learned 
Magistrate directed to cause further investigation in the instant case, whereupon the task 
thereof was endowed with P.W.6 S.I. Md. Nazrul Islam who, during investigation, again 
visited the place of occurrence, examined some witnesses and recorded their statements under 
section 161 of the Code and also interrogated accused Rasu Kha upon taking him on remand. 
Since, on preliminary quizzing, accused Rasu Kha admitted to his guilt, P.W.6 made 
necessary arrangements for recording his confession by a competent Magistrate. Eventually, 
having found prima-facie incriminating materials P.W.6 submitted charge-sheet against 
accused Rasu Kha under Sections 302/201 of the Penal Code.  
 
    8. At the commencement of the trial, the accused was indicted under the aforesaid Sections 
of law to which he abjured his guilty and expressed his desire to face trial.  
 
    9. In order to prove the charge the prosecution adduced as many as 13 witnesses who were 
cross-examined by the defence.  
 
    10. After closure of the prosecution witnesses, the accused was called upon to enter into 
his defence under section 342 of the Code while he repeated his innocence and also declined 
to adduce any evidence. 
 
    11. The defence case that could be gathered from the trend of cross-examination of the 
prosecution witnesses is of complete innocence and false implication. The further case of the 
defence is that the confession of the accused is not voluntary and true rather it was extracted 
from him by applying 3rd degree method.  
 
    12. Eventually, upon taking hearing from both sides and on an appraisal of the evidence 
and materials on record, the learned Additional Sessions Judge came to the conclusion that 
the prosecution has been able to bring home the charge mounted against the accused to the 
core and accordingly, convicted and sentenced him in the manner as noted at the outset.  
 
    13. Feeling aggrieved thereby, the condemned accused has preferred the instant Jail Appeal 
being No.77 of 2015. As we have already noticed, the learned Additional Sessions Judge has 
also submitted the entire proceedings of the case for confirmation of the death sentence 
imposed upon the accused.  
 
    14. Mr. Shaheen Ahmed Khan with Mr. Md. Ashaque Momin, learned Deputy Attorneys 
General along with Mr. Mehadi Hasan, learned Assistant Attorney General appearing on 
behalf of the State and in support of the death reference at the incept has shouldered the 
painstaking task of placing the FIR, charge-sheet, charge, deposition of witnesses, inquest as 
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well as post-mortem report, confessional statement of the accused, impugned judgment and 
order of conviction and sentence including other  materials available in the paper book and 
then submits emphatically that the prosecution has been able to prove the charge levelled 
against the accused by some cogent and trustworthy evidence. According to him, the 
occurrence took place in a remote area of a village and that too during the night time and, as 
such, it was not possible on the part of the prosecution to adduce any eye witnesses of the 
occurrence leading to the incident of murder of the deceased victim following which the 
prosecution had no other option but to rely on the circumstantial evidences. He further 
contends that accused Rasu Kha admitted his guilt in committing the murder of the deceased 
victim by drowning which has also got support and corroboration from the inquest as well as 
post-mortem report. He next submits that the facts narrated by accused Rasu Kha in his 
confessional statement also received corroboration from the seizure list (Exhibit No.2) as 
well as from the 2(two) photographs of the deceased woman (Exhibit Nos.6 and 7). The 
relevant Magistrate who penned down the confession has also proved the authenticity as well 
as the veracity of the confession by giving evidence in the court as P.W.12 and further that 
the accused did not raise any objection whatsoever regarding the nature and character of the 
confession while he was being examined under section 342 of the Code, the learned Deputy 
Attorney General further added. Finally, he submits that having considered the confessional 
statement together with the surrounding facts and circumstances of the case the learned 
Additional Sessions Judge rightly and correctly found the culpability of accused Rasu Kha in 
the killing incident of the unknown deceased woman and accordingly convicted and 
sentenced him thereunder by the impugned judgment and order which, being well founded 
both in law and facts, does not call for any interference by this Court.  
 
    15. Per contra, Mrs. Nargis Aktar, learned State Defence Advocate appearing on behalf of 
condemned-appellant Rasu Kha has strenuously assailed the impugned judgment and order of 
conviction and sentence contending that the prosecution has miserably failed to bring home 
the charge brought against the accused by adducing some impregnable, trustworthy and 
unblemished evidence as there is no eye witnesses of the occurrence leading to the incident of 
murder of the deceased victim. She has tried to impeach the veracity of the impugned 
judgment and order on the following counts: 

1. that the confessional statement of the condemned-accused was preceded by prolong 
police custody which has rendered the same involuntary in nature and therefore, no 
reliance can be placed upon it; 
2. that as per inquest and post mortem report, the victim was killed by strangulation 
(nÄ¡pl¡d), whereas in his confession the accused gave out that he killed an unknown 
girl by drowning which is totally incongruous to the medico-legal evidence 
suggesting that the confession of the accused is not true so far the cause of death is 
concerned; 
3. that as per doctor′s (P.W.11) opinion, the victim girl was killed by strangulation 
(nÄ¡pl¡d) and further that she did not died from drowning; 
4. that as per confession, the accused had sexual intercourse with the deceased victim 
with her consent, whereas according to medico-legal evidence (Exhibit No.10), the 
victim girl was subjected to rape;  
5. that the circumstances of the case do not also bear out the confession of the accused 
inasmuch as the occurrence came to pass in the middle part of December i.e. in winter 
season but no such winter garments were recovered either from the place of 
occurrence or from the body of the deceased victim; and 
6. that the investigation of the case was done in a shoddy manner in that the I.O. did 
not take any positive step to verify the facts narrated by the accused in his confession 
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and further that even the identity of the deceased victim woman has remained 
undisclosed.  

 
    16. Mrs. Nargis finally submits that the prosecution has hopelessly failed to bridge the 
accused with the alleged offence in spite of that the learned Additional Sessions Judge most 
illegally convicted and sentenced him for the alleged killing of the unknown deceased victim 
by the impugned judgment and order which is liable to be scrapped  being devoid of any 
substance. In support of her submission, the learned State Defence Advocate has relied upon 
the decisions reported in 36 DLR 185, 54 DLR 80 and 5 MLR (HC) 133.  
 
    17. In order to appreciate the aforesaid rival submissions put forward by both the parties, 
we are required to advert to and scrutinize the relevant evidences on record together with the 
facts and circumstances of the case by juxtaposing the prosecution case with that of the 
defence version of the story. 
 
    18. In his evidence P.W.1 Md. Yunus Mizi, an inhabitant of P.O. village Sobahanpur says 
that in the morning of 18-12-2008 while he was in his residence, he came to learn that the 
dead body of an unknown woman was found lying on the bank of Dakatia River at 
Sobahanpur village. Having heard such news, he along with others went to the spot and found 
the dead body of an unknown woman aged 18/19 years with her both hands tied from behind 
to her respective legs and further that some part of the dead body was found on the ground 
and the rest part was floating in the water. The whereabouts of the woman could not be 
known instantly. Eventually, police appeared at the spot and took away the dead body for 
autopsy. After a long interval, he came to learn through newspaper that accused Rasu Kha 
killed the woman upon bringing her from Dhaka. 
 
    19. In reply to cross-examination P.W.1 states that he knew nothing about the death of the 
victim woman and further that he did not hear the name of accused Rasu Kha from any ocular 
witness.  
 
     20. NP.W.2 Md. Yusuf is another resident of P.O. village. This witness was tendered by 
the prosecution.  
 
    21. In reply to cross-examination P.W.2 simply discloses that he saw the dead body of a 
woman, but he did not know her whereabouts. 
 
    22. In his testimony P.W.3 Md. Harun Patwary, another inhabitant of P.O. village says that 
in the morning of 18-12-2008 while he was in his homestead, he got news that the dead body 
of an unknown woman aged about 18/19 years was found lying on the bank of Dakatia River 
running through their village. On receiving such news, he went to the spot and found the dead 
body of a woman with her both hands tied to her respective legs from behind with parts of 
scarf and veil. Nobody could identify the woman immediately. Eventually, police appeared in 
the scene and held inquest (Exhibit No.1) of the dead body and obtained his signature thereto 
(Exhibit No.1/1). On 18-12-2008 police seized the aforesaid parts of scarf and yashmak with 
which the hands and legs of the victim woman were tied up vide seizure list Exhibit No.2 and 
obtained his signature thereto. Ultimately, police took away the dead body to morgue.  
 
    23. In reply to cross-examination P.W.3 divulges that he knew nothing except seeing the 
dead body on the bank of Dakatia River.  
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    24. P.W.4 Shahid Bepari is also an inhabitant of P.O. village. This witness unveils identical 
story like P.Ws.1 and 3 so far the factum of seeing the dead body of an unknown woman on 
the bank of Dakatia River with her both hands fastened to her respective legs from behind is 
concerned. This witness also proves the inquest-report drew up by the police including the 
factum of seizure of yashmak and scarf found on the spot.  
 
    25. In reply to cross-examination P.W.4 states that he received the death news on a foggy 
morning and further that he did not know anyone named Abid Mal in their locality. He could 
not say as to who killed the victim woman since he did not witness the incident. The place of 
occurrence is about ଵ

ଶ
 mile away from his (P.W.4) residence. This witness further states that 

vessels are used to ply the P.O. River. 
  
    26. P.W.5 Zafar Ullah Kha is another resident of P.O. village. This witness was also 
tendered by the prosecution for cross-examination.  
 
    27. In reply to cross-examination P.W.5 asserts that he came to learn from public 
conversation that a dead body was found lying on the western bank of Dakatia River at 
Sobahanpur village whereupon he visited the spot and found a lot of people there. He was in 
Chandpur Jail. This witness further states that sand carrying trawlers are used to run through 
Dakatia River and that he did not know the whereabouts of the victim woman.   
 
    28. P.W.6 S.I. Md. Nazrul Islam is the informant as well as final investigation officer of 
the case. In his testimony this witness gives out that on 18-12-2008 while he was posted at 
Chandpur Model Police Station, Md. Zakir Hossain, Member of ward No.7 informed him 
over mobile phone that the dead body of an unknown woman was found lying on the western 
bank of Dakatia River located on the eastern side of the homestead of one Abdur Rashid 
Mizi, whereupon he entered the news in a G.D. entry being G.D. No.756 dated 18-12-2008 
and thereafter, proceeded to the spot where he found the cadaver of an unknown woman with 
her both hands tied to her respective legs from behind and further that the upper part of the 
dead body was found grounded while the remaining portion was seen floating in the water. 
Eventually, he drew the inquest of the corpse upon pulling it up on the road and obtained 
signatures of the witnesses thereto and sent it to morgue for post-mortem examination 
through constable A. Rob vide challan Exhibit No.3 and also seized 2(two) parts of a pink 
coloured scarf and yashmak vide Exhibit No.2. Eventually, after returning back he filed the 
FIR (Exhibit No.4) with Chandpur P.S. This witness proves the FIR form and the signature of 
the then officer-in-charge, Nurul Amin appearing thereon as Exhibit Nos.5 and 1/5 
respectively since he was acquainted with the handwritings of the latter. This witness proves 
the 2(two) photographs of the victim woman which were captured by him as Exhibit Nos.6 
and 7 and also identified the seized scarf and veil in the court as Material Exhibit Nos.I and 
II. 
 
    29. In reply to cross-examination P.W.6 unfurls that the occurrence came to pass at any 
time from 17-12-2008 to 18-12-2008. In the night of occurrence he was not on duty. Having 
visited the spot, he found the dead body of a woman, aged about 19 years, with her hands and 
legs tied up. Member Zakir made a phone call to the police station. He (P.W.6) did not find 
any letter alongside the dead body. At the time of lodgment of the case, he did not know as to 
who committed the murder.  
 
    30. Record reveals that P.W.6 S.I. Nazrul Islam was again examined on 13-06-2013 by the 
learned judge of the court below as investigation officer of the case figuring him out as 
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P.W.6. In his subsequent testimony this witness claims that the previous investigation officer 
of the case submitted final report as true (FRT) being No.427 dated 27-06-2009 under section 
302/34 of the Code which was pending before the concerned court for acceptance. In the 
meantime, accused Rasu Kha was nabbed by the police of Faridgonj P.S. in connection with 
another case in which he gave confessional statement while he also unveiled his other 
criminal activities. After obtaining a copy of the said confession, it was found that the 
relevant accused unralleved the story of the instant case following which the investigation of 
the instant case was resumed by the court concerned on the payer of the officer-in-charge and 
thereafter, the task of investigation was handed over to him. During investigation, he (P.W.6) 
consulted the case docket, visited the place of occurrence and also verified the sketch map 
along with index thereof but he did not draw the same as it was found correct. Moreover, he 
examined some witnesses and jotted down their statements, interrogated accused Rasu Kha 
and another accused after taking them on demand. On quizzing, accused Rasu Kha confessed 
to his guilt disclosing that the name of the victim woman is Shahida whom he brought to 
Chandpur from Dhaka Cantonment area and thereafter killed her after committing rape. 
Following which, he (P.W.6) took necessary measures to get the confessional statement of 
accused Rasu Kha recorded by a competent Magistrate. Eventually, having found prima-facie 
incriminating materials, he submitted charge-sheet against Rasu Kha under section 302/201 
of the Penal Code. 
 
    31. In reply to cross-examination P.W.6 states that the colour of the veil of the victim 
woman was pink and further that a torn part of the same was used to fasten her up. It was not 
mentioned in the inquest report that the victim woman was clad in a yashmak. Rather, as per 
inquest-report, the pink coloured veil was found floating beside the dead body. A 
photographer of studio took the photographs of the dead body and that witnessing the same 
accused Rasu Kha admitted that he murdered her. He could not trace out the existence of the 
alleged victim Shahida by sending inquiry slips to Tangail and Kalihati P.S as disclosed by 
the accused in his confession. This witness further says that he did not send any inquiry slip 
to the permanent address of the victim woman as disclosed by accused Rasu Kha in his 
confession. P.W.6 denied the defence suggestions that accused Rasu Kha did not make any 
confession out of his own will rather it was extracted from him by torture or that the 
investigation was done in a shoddy manner.  
  
    32. P.W.7 Abid Mal is another resident of P.O. village. This witness also divulges in his 
evidence that on 18-12-2008 he was in his residence while he got information that a dead 
body was found lying in Dakatia River. Having received such news, at around 10/10.30 am 
he went to the spot and found the dead body of an unknown woman, aged 18/19 years, with 
her both hands fastened to her respective legs from behind. Police appeared in the scene, 
prepared inquest-report, seized wearing apparels of the deceased woman and eventually went 
away along with the dead body. He (P.W.7) heard that accused Rasu Kha killed the unknown 
victim. 
 
    33. In reply to cross-examination P.W.7 says that he did not know accused Rasu Kha and 
further that he did not witness the incident of killing. This witness also states that he could 
not tell whether any letter or mobile was found or not along with the dead body.  
 
    34. P.W.8 Billal Mal was tendered by the prosecution. 
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    35. In his cross-examination P.W.8 simply says that at around 10.45 am in the morning he 
went to the bank of the river wherein he found the cadaver of a woman. P.W.8 denied the 
defence suggestion that he has been working as a police source.  
 
    36. P.W.9 Md. Zakir Hossain Hiru is a teacher by profession. In his testimony this witness 
unfurls that in the morning of 18-12-2008 he came to learn that the dead body of a woman 
was found on the bank of Dakatia River at Sobahanpur village. Being secretary of the 
community police, he then went to the spot and found the cadaver of an unknown woman 
including police personnel as well as a huge number of people. After preparation of inquest 
report, police took away the dead body to morgue. He (P.W.9) could not say as to who killed 
the woman. 
  
    37. In reply to cross-examination P.W.9 states that the spot is 1(one) kilometer away from 
his residence. He has been serving as a madrasha teacher. He did not know as to who is the 
killer.  
    
    38. P.W.10 Siraj Mridha was also tendered by the prosecution for cross-examination. This 
witness in fact disclosed nothing new in his cross-examination except the factum of knowing 
the incident as well as the matter of taking away the dead body by the police.  
 
    39. P.W.11 Dr. Habibur Rahman is the relevant doctor who on 18-12-2008 carried out 
post-mortem examination of the dead body of an unknown woman and found the following 
injuries on dissection:  
One continuous diffuse swelling in the neck, abrasion over both wrist joint, subcutaneous 
tissue of neck, trachea and esophagus congested; blood clot in muscle spaces of neck and 
both lungs highly congested. Injuries of variable size were found in vagina with clotted 
blood. All blood clots resist on washing.  
 
    40. According to him, death of the deceased woman was caused due to asphyxia resulting 
from strangulation which was ante-mortem and homicidal in nature and further that the 
injuries found in the genitalia consistent with rape before the murder of the victim.  
 
 
    41. This witness proves the post-mortem report including his signature appearing thereon 
as Exhibit Nos.10 and 1/10. 
 
    42. In reply to cross-examination P.W.11 discloses that he did not find any mark of injury 
in the ankle of the dead body. On physical appearance he mentioned the age of the deceased 
as about 19 years, but no x-ray was done. The woman was killed by strangulation and her 
lungs were found congested. The victim woman did not die from drowning. Rather, the 
victim was killed by strangulation and thereafter, her dead body was abandoned in the water. 
Presence of water could have been traced in the lung, if she was killed by drowning. Several 
injuries of variable size were found in the vagina of the deceased victim and further that the 
blood found was not the outcome of menstruation. There was alamat that the deceased 
woman was subjected to rape. P.W.11 denied the defence suggestion that the post-mortem 
report is faulty.  
 
    43. P.W.12 Abdur Rahman is the concerned Magistrate who penned down the confession 
of accused Rasu Kha. In his testimony this witness claims that on 18-10-2009 he recorded the 
confession of accused Rasu Kha after complying with all legal formalities. He gave the 
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accused sufficient time for reflection and made him understand the questionnaires as set-forth 
in column 5 and 6 of the confession recording form. After being fully aware of the 
consequences, the accused made confessional statement out of his free will and further that 
no marks of injuries were found on the person of the accused, whereupon he (P.W.12) gave 
note to that effect under column 8. This witness further states that after recording the 
confession, he read it over to the accused who put his signature thereto admitting the same to 
be correct. P.W.12 proves the confession including his signature appearing thereon as Exhibit 
Nos.1/8 to 6/8. 
  
    44. In reply to cross-examination P.W.12 says that accused Rasu Kha was arrested on 06-
08-2009 from Gazipur Bazar. This witness denied the defence suggestion that accused Rasu 
Kha did not make any confession to him. 
 
    45. P.W.13 Chiranjib Das is the first investigation officer of the case. In his testimony this 
witness unfurls that on 18-12-2008, upon receiving the task of investigation, he visited the 
place of occurrence and prepared sketch map along with index thereof, examined witnesses 
and recorded their statements under section 161 of the Code, sent the photographs of the 
deceased victim along with inquiry slip to the nearest police stations in a bid to find out her 
whereabouts and also consulted the post-mortem report after obtaining the same. Having 
failed to find out the whereabouts of the deceased victim as well as that of her actual assailant 
including the underlying reason of the incident, he submitted final report as true (FRT) being 
No.427 dated 27-06-2009 under section 302/34 of the Penal Code. This witness proves the 
sketch map including his signature appearing thereon as Exhibit Nos.9 and 1/9.  
 
    46. In reply to cross examination P.W.13 states that he did not know the accused and 
further that he could not unveil the name of the assailant.  
 
    47. These are all the evidences that had been adduced by the prosecution to prove the 
charge levelled against the accused.   
       
    48. Now, the only point for consideration in this case is, whether the impugned judgment 
and order of conviction and sentence is sustainable in law or not.  
 
    49. From a careful scanning of the evidence and materials on record it is patent that in the 
morning of 18-12-2008 the dead body of an unknown woman, aged about 18-19 years, was 
found floating on the bank of Dakatia River at Sobahanpur village under Chandpur Model 
Police Station whereupon, on information, P.W.6 S.I. Md. Nazrul Islam rushed to the spot 
along with other police personnel and held inquest of the dead body which was marked as 
Exhibit No.1. Let us now have a peep at Exhibit No.1 in order to ascertain what injury or 
injuries were found on the cadaver of the deceased victim at the initial stage of the case and 
what the apparent cause of death was. 
 
    50. The relevant portion of Exhibit-1 runs as follows: 

B¢j Hp, BC ®j¡x eSl²m Cpm¡j pwN£u Lw 498 Bx lh pq p§œ h¢ZÑa X¡ul£ 
®j¡a¡hL AcÉ Cw 18-12-2008 a¡w 11/45 ¢jx pju 8 ew h¡N¡c£ CE¢eueØq 7 ew 
®R¡h¡q¡ef¤l NË¡j Bx l¢nc ¢j¢Sl h¡s£l f§hÑ ¢cL Ae¤j¡e 500 NS c§l X¡L¡¢au¡ 
ec£l f¢ÕQj f¡nÄÑ b¤ae£ f¡¢el Efl j¡¢Va, nl£ll h¡L£ Awn f¡¢el i£al i¡pj¡e 
X¡e q¡a X¡e f¡ul p¡b h¡j q¡a h¡j f¡ul ¢Nl¡l p¡b ¢j¢ø ®N¡m¡f£ lw Hl ®h¡lL¡ 
®Rs¡ L¡fs à¡l¡ h¡d¡ AhØq¡u Efl Ll¡ AhØq¡u Øq¡e£u ®Qu¡ljÉ¡e ®j¡q¡Çjc Bm£ 
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f¡W¡e J cg¡c¡l ®~Ruc BqÇjc àul ®cM¡e¡ ja f¡Cu¡ p¤laq¡m ¢lf¡VÑl h¡j 
f¡nÄÑ Eõ¢Ma ü¡r£cl ®j¡L¡hm¡u p¤laq¡m ¢lf¡VÑ ®~au¡l L¢la Blñ L¢lm¡jz  
b¡e¡l m¡n hqeL¡l£ ®j¡x q¡l¦e Al l¢nc ¢fw jªa j¡lga Bm£ p¡w ¢eEVÊ¡L ®l¡X ®j¡õ¡ 
h¡s£ J Øq¡e£u cg¡c¡l ®~Ruc BqÇjc 8 ew h¡N¡c£  CE¢euecl pq¡ua¡u ec£l f¡s 
®R¡hq¡ef¤l NË¡jl L¡Q¡ l¡Øa¡l Efl Ešl ¢nul£ AhØq¡u f¡wVl Efl ®p¡u¡Cu¡ 
®c¢Ma f¡C ®k jªa¡l hup Ae¤j¡e 19 hvpl j¡b¡l Q¥m L¡m¡ mð¡ Ae¤j¡e 1(HL) q¡a 
j¤Mjäm ®N¡m¡L¡l mð¡ Ae¤j¡e 5′ x 1" fy¡Q g¥V 1 C¢’ ®Q¡M ®h¡S¡ ®Wy¡V ®M¡m¡ p¡j¡eÉ 
fse m¡m p¤a£ R¡f¡ L¡fs N¡u m¡m hÀ¡ES  m¡m lw Hl ®f¢XL¡VÑ q¡a c¤C M¡e£l Lê£ 
®p¡S¡ h¡del c¡N ®cM¡ ®Nmz Øq¡e£u Ef¢Øqa j¢qm¡ e¤lS¡q¡e ®hNj (32) J l¡¢nc¡ 
®hNj (40) àul pq¡ua¡u JmV f¡mV Ll ®cM¡l pju jªa¡l S¢eà¡l ®g¡m¡ ®cM¡ ®Nm 
amfV p¡j¡eÉ g¡f¡z Cq¡ R¡s¡ nl£l AeÉ ®L¡b¡J ®L¡e BO¡a h¡ ¢Qq² f¡Ju¡ ®Nm 
e¡z                  (Emphasis put). 

 
    51. Regarding cause of death it has further been stated in Exhibit-1 that: 

fË¡b¢jLi¡h Ae¤på¡e L¡m je qCaR ®k ®L¡e `y®‹…ZKvix  EJ² A‘¡ae¡j¡ ®ju¢VL 
AeÉœ qCa g¥pm¡Cu¡  ¢eu¡ B¢pu¡ a¡q¡l fsel ®h¡Ll¡l  L¡fs à¡l¡ q¡a f¡ ®hd 
nÄ¡p ®l¡d Ll qaÉ¡ L¢lu¡R h¢mu¡ je qCaRz ac¤fl£ J jªa¡l jªaÉ¤ p¢WL L¡lZ 
¢eeÑu Ll¡ fËu¡Se Hhw ®p jªa¤Él  f§hÑ d¢oÑa¡ ¢Le¡ a¡q¡ ¢eeÑu Ll¡ fËu¡Sez  
(Underlining is ours). 

 

    52. From the aforesaid discussions it appears manifestly that the dead body of an unknown 
young woman was found with her both hands tied to her respective legs from behind with a 
torn piece of veil and that the apparent cause of death of the victim woman was strangulation 
(nÄ¡pl¡d).  
 
    53. It is on record that the cadaver of the unknown deceased was sent to Chandpur Sadar 
Hospital through Constable No.498 Abdur Rob for autopsy vide challan Exhibit No.3. 
Materials on record further go to show that P.W.11 Dr. Md. Habibur Rahman, while posted 
as emergency medical officer at Chandpur Sadar Hospital, on 18-12-2008, held autopsy of 
the corpse of the unknown  deceased victim  and found the following injuries:-  

“1) one continuous diffused swelling in neck; 
2)  one abrasion present in both forearm near wrist joint; and  
3) One bite mark present in each breast. 

Moreover, the tongue of the victim woman was found protruded as well as bitten by teeth and 
further that external injuries of variable size were also found in her vagina.  
  
    54. On extensive dissection throughout the whole body including head, neck, thorax, 
abdomen, one continuous diffuse swelling was found present in the neck, abrasion was found 
over both wrist joints, subcutaneous tissue of neck, trachea & esophagus were found 
congested, blood clot was found in muscle spaces of neck. Both lungs were found highly 
congested, injuries of variable size were found in vagina with blood clots. All blood clots 
resist on washing. 
  
    55. According to him, death was caused due to asphyxia resulting from strangulation 
which was ante-mortem & homicidal in nature. On the basis of the injuries found in the 
genitalia P.W.11 further opined that those were consistent with rape before murder of the 
deceased woman. 
 
    56. P.W.11 proves the post-mortem report and his signature appearing thereon as Exhibit 
Nos.10 and 1/10 respectively.  
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    57. We do not find any earthly reason to disbelieve or to hold a different view with that of 
P.W.11 so far the cause of death of the deceased victim is concerned. The defence also did 
not raise any objection regarding the aforesaid matters while cross examining the relevant 
witnesses i.e. P.W.6 and P.W.11 including others. Rather, in reply to cross-examination 
P.W.11 asserts that:  

nÄ¡pl¡d Ll ®ju¢VL qaÉ¡ Ll¡ quRz Lungs congested ¢Rmz ®ju¢V f¡¢ea X¤h 
j¡l¡ k¡u e¡Cz ®ju¢VL nÄ¡pl¡d Ll qaÉ¡ Ll f¡¢ea ®gmRz Injuries of variable 
size present in vagina, I lš² period Hl lš² ¢Rm e¡z 

 
    58. In such a backdrop, we have no other option but to hold that the unknown deceased 
woman was killed by strangulation (nÄ¡pl¡d) and before that she was subjected to violation. 
  
    59. Now, the paramount question that calls for our determination is who is or are 
responsible for the gruesome murder of the unknown deceased woman.  
 
    60. It is indisputable that in the instant case there is no eye witness of the occurrence 
leading to the incident of ravishment of the unknown deceased woman followed by her 
murder by strangulation (nÄ¡pl¡d). Even, the prosecution has also failed to bring to the fore 
any incriminating circumstances which can hook-up accused Rasu Kha in the killing incident 
of the unknown woman, except his confessional statement (Exhibit No.8). 
 
    61. The mainstay, as it appears, in embroiling accused Rasu Kha in the killing incident of 
the unknown deceased woman is his confessional statement. It is by now well settled that an 
accused can be found guilty and convicted solely banking on his confession, if the same is 
found to be true, voluntary and inculpatory in nature. Let us now scrutinize the confession of 
accused Rasu Kha (Exhibit No.8) with a searching eye to see for ourselves whether the same 
has satisfied the aforesaid criterion or not. 
 
    62. The relevant portion of the confession of accused Rasu Kha (Exhibit No.8) reads as 
under: 

........Hl p§œ dl B¢j Na hvpll ¢Xpðl j¡p ®R¡hq¡ef¤l  NË¡j X¡L¡¢au¡ ec£a 
Q¥h¡Cu¡ B¢j p¡¢qc¡L j¡¢lz p¡¢qc¡l p¡b Bj¡l f¢lQu qu Y¡L¡ Hu¡l ®f¡VÑ Hm¡L¡l 
®lmJu ®ønez p¡¢qc¡ HLSe i¡pj¡e ®cq hÉhp¡u£ ¢Rmz ®p LÉ¡¾Vj¾V Hm¡L¡u ®e± 
h¡¢qe£l pcl cçl Hl ®NVl Afl f¡n S‰m J ®øne Hm¡L¡u O¤l ¢gl ®cq hÉhp¡ 
Llaz p¡¢qc¡l p¡b B¢j AbÑl ¢h¢eju a¡l ®cq ®i¡N L¢lz Hi¡h 10/12 ¢ce 
A¢ah¡¢qa qaC B¢j a¡L ¢hul fËÙ¹¡h ®cCz B¢j p¡¢qc¡L Bj¡l ®cnl h¡¢sa 
¢eu Bp¡l fËÙ¹¡h ¢cm ®p M¤¢n qu l¡S£ quz B¢j ¢Q¿¹¡ Lla b¡¢L p¡¢qc¡L 
Qy¡cf¤ll ®L¡b¡u Be¡ k¡uz aMe je fsm B¢hc j¡ml h¡¢sl ¢eLVØq X¡L¡¢au¡ 
ec£l f¡s aMe EJ² S¡uN¡¢V je je ¢edÑ¡le L¢lz HC S¡uN¡ fR¾c Ll¡l L¡le qµR 
B¢hc j¡ml 3/4  ¢V Nl² BRz EJ² Nl² …¢m Q¥¢l Ll¡l g¢¾ca B¢j f§hÑC B¢hc 
j¡ml h¡¢sa HL ¢ce Hp a¡l ®jul ¢eLV ®bL f¤l¡ e¡j ¢WL¡e¡ pwNËq Ll ¢eu 
¢Rm¡jz B¢hc j¡ml ®Rm ¢hõ¡q p¡w ®R¡hq¡ef¤l  b¡e¡ J ®Sm¡ Qy¡cf¤l ¢mM HLfr 
Ll AeÉ fr p¡¢qc¡l e¡j ®mM B¢bÑL ®mece ¢houL HL¢V h¡e¡u¡V øÉ¡Çf ®~al£ 
L¢lz HC øÉ¡Çf¢V AeÉ HLSe ®m¡LL ¢cu ¢mM¢Rz øÉ¡Çf p¡¢qc¡l ¢WL¡e¡ ¢mMRz 
p¡¢qc¡ ¢fa¡ Q¡e ¢ju¡ p¡w gljS b¡e¡- ®c±maf¤l, ®Sm¡-M¤me¡z 
OVe¡l BNl ¢ce 17-12-2009  Cw a¡¢lM f§hÑ ¢pÜ¡¿¹ Ae¤k¡u£ p¡¢qc¡L Hu¡l ®f¡VÑ 
®øne b¡La h¢mz B¢j Hu¡lf¡VÑ Hp p¡¢qc¡L ¢eu ®VÊe ®k¡N Ljm¡f¤l 
®lmøne B¢pz ®lmm¡Ce fb dl B¢j f¡u ®qV p¡uc¡h¡c B¢pz p¡uc¡h¡c Hp 
M¡Ju¡ c¡Ju¡ L¢lz p¡¢qc¡L ¢eu p¤f¡l N¡¢sa Ll Ae¤ 3/4  O¢VL¡l pju Y¡L¡ qa 
Qy¡cf¤®ll  EŸnÉ lJu¡e¡ L¢lz l¡œ Ae¤j¡e 9x00 O¢VL¡l pju Bjl¡ Qy¡cf¤l Hp 
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®f±yR¡Cz Qy¡cf¤l h¡pøÉ¡®ä  ®ej ¢lL¡Ê¡ ®k¡N CQm£ Qm k¡Cz ®pM¡e ®bL ®Mu¡ f¡l 
qu Bh¡l ¢lL¡Ê¡ ®k¡N h¡Nc£ ®Q±l¡Ù¹¡u k¡Cz ®pM¡e jp¢Scl p¢æLV ¢l„¡ ®bL 
®ej f¡nl j¤¢c ®c¡L¡e k¡C z ®c¡L¡e ®bL 01¢V l¦¢V 4¢V Lm¡ Hhw 1 h¡am f¡¢e 
¢Le h¡u h¡Os¡ h¡S¡ll HLV¥ p¡je l¡Ù¹¡ ¢cu HLV¥ p¡je ®qV X¡L¡¢au¡ ec£l 
L¡R¡L¡¢R k¡Cz ec£l f¡s dl ®qV B¢hc Bm£l h¡¢sl ®p¡S¡ ¢Nu ¢LR¤ Ms ¢hR¡e¡ 
S¡uN¡u B¢j Hhw p¡¢qc¡ h¢pz ®pM¡e p¡¢qc¡l p¡b ®~c¢qL ®jm¡jn¡ L¢lz B¢j g¥¢aÑ 
Bj¡c Ll¡l fl h¢m ®k, p¡¢qc¡ Bj¡cl h¡¢s ec£l I f¡sz ®k h¡¢s¢V ®cM¡ k¡u HV¡ 
Bj¡clz HM¡e Ha l¡œ ®L¡e ®e±L¡ h¡ ®e±k¡e f¡Ju¡ k¡h e¡ ®a¡j¡L j¡b¡u Ll 
ec£ f¡l qa qhz a¥¢j L¡æ¡L¡¢V Llh e¡ ¢Lwh¡ ®L¡e L¡le ¢QvL¡l ¢ch¡ e¡z aMe 
p¡¢qc¡ l¡S£ qu z B¢j p¡¢qc¡l ®h¡lL¡ Hhw Jse¡ ¢cu X¡e q¡a X¡e f¡ul p¡b Hhw 
h¡j q¡a h¡j f¡ul p¡b ®hd fy¡SL¡m Ll ®L¡js pj¡e f¡¢ea ¢eu p¡¢qc¡L 
f¡¢ea Q¥¢hu ®jl ®g¢mz p¡¢qc¡l j¡b¡ dl f¡¢ea Q¡f ¢cu W¥u¡ ¢cu dl f¡¢ea 
Q¥¢hu j¡¢lz m¡n f¡¢ea ®lM ®cCz f¢lLÒfe¡ Ae¤p¡l jªa¡ p¡¢qc¡l ®cq f§hÑ q¡a  
pª¢Sa øÉ¡ÇfM¡e¡ ®lM ®cq~ ®ke B¢hc j¡m J a¡l ®RmL p¾cq Llz H f¢lLÒfe¡ 
Ll¢R ®ke p¡¢qc¡ qaÉ¡ j¡jm¡u B¢hc j¡m J a¡l ®Rm ¢hõ¡m S¢su fsz B¢hc 
j¡ml ¢hl¦Ü HC qaÉ¡ j¡jm¡u S¢sa Lla f¡lm B¢hc j¡ml Nl² …¢m Q¥¢l Ll 
¢eu ¢ea f¡lhz p¡¢qc¡L f¡¢ea Q¥¢hu qaÉ¡ Ll h¡N¡c£ h¡S¡l qu h¡Os¡ h¡S¡l 
Q¡ ®c¡L¡e Q¡ M¡Cz aMe l¡œ Ae¤j¡e 3.45-4 V¡ qhz ®pM¡e ®bL g¢lcN” j¤M£ 
N¡s£a g¡ØV V£f Ll B¢j Y¡L¡u lJu¡e¡ qCz EJ² qaÉ¡ pwOVel fl ®L¡e iu 
i£¢a m¡N¢e .............                  (Emphasis added). 

 

    63. From the aforesaid narration it is apparent that accused Rasu Kha gave a detailed 
account as to how he got acquainted with one Shahida (alleged victim) and brought her to the 
place of occurrence by giving false assurance of marriage, had sexual inter-course with her 
consent and eventually, with a view to implicate one Abid Mal and his son Billal in the 
incident, killed her by dipping into the water of Dakatia River upon fastening her both hands 
to respective legs from behind.  
 

    64. P.W.12 Md. Abdur Rahman is the relevant Magistrate who jotted down the 
confessional statement of accused Rasu Kha. According to him, accused Rasu Kha made 
confessional statement out of his own will without raising any question about the nature of 
the same. But the story given by accused Rasu Kha in his confessional statement does not get 
any support or corroboration either from the inquest report or from the medico-legal evidence 
furnished by P.W.11 so far the cause of death of the deceased woman is concerned. 
According to the confession of accused Rasu Kha, he killed alleged victim Shahida by 
dipping her into the water of Dakatia River after fastening her both hands and legs together 
from behind. If it had happened as such in that event water should and must have been 
detected in the abdomen as well as lungs of the deceased woman which could easily be 
visible on outward looking. But, mysteriously, it had not happened so as because nothing was 
mentioned as such either in the inquest-report (Exhibit No.1) or in the post-mortem report 
(Exhibit No.10) of the deceased woman. Rather, in both of the said reports it was mentioned 
that the victim girl was killed by strangulation (nÄ¡pl¡d).  
 

    65. It would not be out of place to note that the words nÄ¡pl¡d Ll j¡l¡ and f¡¢ea Pzwe‡q 
j¡l¡ are completely 2(two) different manner of causing death of a person and that both of the 
two cannot go hand in hand. It is on record that during post-mortem examination the tongue 
of the deceased victim was found protruded. Moreover, continuous diffused swelling mark 
was also found in the neck of the deceased victim and her trachea, esophagus and both lungs 
were also found highly congested and no water was found either in her lung or abdomen. In 
this context, we may profitably refer to the evidence of P.W.11 who categorically stated that: 
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“.....nÄ¡pl¡d Ll ®ju¢VL qaÉ¡ Ll¡ quRz lungs congested ¢Rmz ®ju¢V f¡¢ea 
X¥h j¡l¡ k¡u e¡Cz ®ju¢VL nÄ¡pl¡d Ll qaÉ¡ Ll f¡¢ea ®gmRz f¡¢ea X¥h 
j¡l¡ ®Nm lung H f¡¢e b¡La f¡lz  
(Underlining is ours). 

 

    66. From the aforesaid discussions it transpires palpably that the unknown deceased 
woman was killed by strangulation (k¦vm‡iva), not by drowning (Pzwe‡q) as was disclosed by 
accused Rasu Kha in his confessional statement. Thus, it is clear that the deceased victim 
woman was killed not in the manner as was stated by accused Rasu Kha which has miserably 
exposed the untrue character of his alleged confession rendering the veracity of the same 
highly questionable as well as untenable in law.  
  

    67. It is to be noted that in a criminal case time, place and manner of occurrence are the 
3(three) basic pillars upon which the foundation of the case stand on and the same are 
required to be strictly proved beyond reasonable doubt by the prosecution in a bid to ensure 
punishment for an offender charged with an offence. If in a given case any one of the above 
3(three) pillars is found lacking or proved to be untrue then it will adversely react upon the 
entire prosecution story. The same thing has happened in the instant case inasmuch as 
according to the prosecution story the deceased woman was killed by drowning, whereas as 
per medico-legal evidence furnished by P.W.11 Dr. Habibur Rahman, the victim was killed 
by strangulation and thereafter her dead body was abandoned in the water. The inquest-report 
also does bear out the aforesaid cause of death of the victim woman. Therefore, it is clear like 
anything that the prosecution has miserably failed to prove the manner of occurrence of the 
incident. Viewing from this angle there is no hesitation in saying that the confession alleged 
to have been made by accused Rasu Kha is not true so far as it relates to the manner of 
occurrence of the incident in concerned.  
 

    68. The learned Additional Sessions Judge of the Court below has also noticed the 
aforesaid discrepancies found in the manner of the occurrence of the prosecution story. 
Nevertheless, he tried to patch up the matter giving reasoning in paragraph 46 of the 
impugned judgment which reads as under: 

 lp¤ M¡ a¡l ü£L¡l¡¢š²a ®ju¢VL j¡b¡u dl f¡¢ea Q¤¢huR hmmJ ®p a¡l Nm¡u ®Qf dl e¡C a¡ hm 
e¡Cz jue¡ ac¿¹ ¢lf¡VÑ J p¤laq¡m ¢lf¡VÑ ®ju¢Vl Nm¡u ®k c¡N ®cM¡ k¡u a¡a ®ju¢VL nÄ¡pl¡d Ll 
qaÉ¡ Ll¡ quR cM¡ k¡uz ®ju¢VL nÄ¡pl¡d Ll¡l pju h¡ f¡¢ea Q¤¢hu j¡l¡l pju a¡l Nm¡u ®Qf dl 
Q¤h¡e¡ J Aü¡i¡¢hL eqz gm ¢iL¢Vj ®ju¢VL f¡¢ea Q¤h¡u nÄ¡pl¡d Ll j¡l¡l pju a¡l Nm¡u Bp¡j£ 
lp¤ M¡ Q¡f ¢cu dl¢e a¡ ¢hnÄ¡p Ll¡l ®L¡e p¤k¡N e¡Cz ¢iL¢VjL j¡l¡l EŸnÉC a¡l q¡a f¡ ®hyd paLÑa¡ 
Ahmðel fl lp¤ M¡ a¡l fr ®ki¡h â¦a J pqS j¡l¡ pñh ®pi¡hC ®ju¢Vl jªa¥É O¢VuR jjÑ ¢hnÄ¡p 
Ll¡ ®Nmz                  (Emphasis put). 

 
    69. The aforementioned observations of the trial court are totally based on surmises and 
conjecture which is completely unacceptable. In our criminal justice delivery system there is 
no scope to lean on hypothesis or conjecture instead of proof of the manner of occurrence by 
sufficient evidence to find out the guilt of an accused charged with an offence. It is the settled 
principle of law that conjecture or hypothesis however strong it might be, cannot be the 
substitute for evidence. In such a backdrop, it can be concluded that the learned judge of the 
court below erred in law in adjudging the culpability of the accused in the killing incident of 
the deceased woman by the impugned judgment and order which has utterly failed to 
withstand the legal scrutiny. 
  

    70. The observations made by the learned Additional Sessions Judge touching the factum 
of fastening of both the hands of the victim woman with her respective legs from behind also 
appears to be wide of the mark. As per confession of accused Rasu Kha, for crossing the 
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Dakatia River conveniently, he tied up both the hands and legs of the victim woman with 
parts of veil and scarf from behind. The above story sounds like an old wives tale inasmuch 
as the same does not stand to reason at all. In normal course of business it is hard to carry a 
person on head after fastening his hands and legs from behind. Normally, the hands and legs 
of sacrificial animals are being tied up together at the time of slaughtering so that they cannot 
put much resistance. It is very much unusual and unthinkable as well that a living person can 
be held with his/her hands and legs pinioned together from behind. Even, no such forged 
stamp paper was found and recovered along with the cadaver of the deceased woman as was 
delineated by accused Rasu Kha in his confessional statement. These discrepancies have also 
exposed the vulnerability of the confession alleged to have been made by the accused and 
thereby making in the prosecution case highly doubtful and shaky as well.  
 

    71. Incidentally, we may also note that according to the confession of accused Rasu Kha, 
before the alleged murdering incident he had sexual intercourse with the deceased woman on 
consensus basis, whereas as per medico-legal evidence, the victim woman was subjected to 
ravishment. On this count also the confession of accused Rasu Kha does not align with the 
medico-legal evidence rendering the same unworthy of credence. 
 

    72. From a close perusal of the materials on record it further reveals that the learned 
Additional Sessions Judge observed in para 41 and 42 of the impugned judgment that the scar 
marks including other marks of injuries as was found on the private organ and chest of the 
deceased woman are the act of salaciousness of other customers while they were having sex 
with her which is the clear manifestation of her being a prostitute and further that the victim 
woman had sexual intercourse with accused Rasu Kha on consensus basis. For felicity of 
discussion, we may quote the relevant paragraphs in verbatim which read as under: 

 (41) Bp¡j£ lp¤ M¡l ü£L¡l¡¢š² jaC ¢iL¢Vj (p¡¢qc¡) i¡pj¡e ®cq hÉhp¡u£ gm S£¢hL¡l fÊu¡Se 
¢iL¢Vj hý h¡l hý SeL ®cqc¡e LlR Ae¤¢ja quz a¡l pLm ®cqc¡eC ®üµR¡ j§mL ¢Rm h¡ ®m¡i£ ®cq 
®i¡N£l¡ ®cq ®i¡N Ll ®LqC k¡ae¡ h¡ ¢ekÑ¡ae ¢iL¢VjL Ll¢e aâ¦f ¢e¢ÕQa qJu¡ k¡u e¡z EÜ¡lL«a 18/19 
hvpll ¢iL¢Vj ®ju¢V ®k±ec¡l hý BO¡al ¢Qq², jue¡ ac¿¹ ¢lf¡VÑ h¤L L¡jsl c¡N, HC pjÙ¹ ¢Qq² 
A‘¡a e¡j¡ 18/19 hvpll ju¢Vl c¤xM ju pwNË¡j£ S£he ¢qwp¡, ¢ekÑ¡ae, ®m¡i£cl ¢nL¡ll HL  Ll¦e 
heÑe¡z k¡ ®bL ®ju¢V ®cq c¡el ®fn¡u ¢Rm h¡ lp¤ M¡l i¡o¡u ®cq hÉhp¡u£ ¢Rm lp¤ M¡l HC ü£L¡l¡¢š²l 
paÉa¡ f¡Ju¡ k¡uz 
(42) Bp¡j£l ü£L«a ja ¢iL¢Vj HLSe i¡pj¡e ®cq hÉhp¡u£ qJu¡u Hhw lp¤ M¡ a¡l ¢eu¢ja NË¡qL J 
®i¡N£ qJu¡u qua¡ ¢eSL HC AÒf hup ¢hfc pwL¥m L¢We fn¡ ®bL h¡yQ¡l Bn¡u lp¤ M¡L ¢hnÄ¡p Ll 
¢hul üfÀ f¤lel SeÉ a¡l p¡b Y¡L¡ ®bL Q¡ycf¤l Hp OVe¡ÙÛm X¡L¡¢au¡ ec£l f¡s OVe¡l Ni£l l¡a lp¤ 
M¡l Q¡¢qc¡ ¢ecÑn ja lp¤ M¡L o¿ºø l¡M¡l mrÉ a¡l p¡b ¯c¢qL ®jm¡jn¡ Ll¡ Aü¡i¡¢hL euz X¡L¡¢au¡ 
ec£l f¡s OVe¡l l¡œ ¢iL¢Vj ®ju¢Vl p¡b Bp¡j£ lp¤ M¡ ¯c¢qL ®jm¡jn¡ Ll¡l ¢hnÄ¡p Ll¡ k¡uz I ¯c¢qL 
¢jme ®ju¢Vl pÇj¢a ¢Rm e¡ h¡ lp¤ M¡ a¡L ®S¡l f§hÑL h¡ fÐ¡Zl iu c¢Mu ®pM¡e °c¢qL ¢jme h¡dÉ 
LlR a¾jjÑ ®L¡e p¡rÉ ü£L¡l¡¢š² f¡Ju¡ k¡u e¡z gm ¢iL¢Vj ®ju¢VL lp¤ M¡ doÑe LlR a¡ fÐj¡¢ea 
qu¢ez 

 
    73. The above observations made by the court below run counter to the evidence and 
materials or record in that as per medico-legal evidence, the deceased victim was subjected to 
rape which also got support and corroboration from the attending circumstances of the case, 
particularly the bite marks including other injuries found on the breast and private organ of 
the victim woman. Moreover, having ignored the medico-legal evidence the trial court also 
presumed that the scar marks and other injuries found on the person of the victim woman are 
of old nature. But, on the basis of those scar marks including other injuries found on the chest 
and female organ of the victim woman P.W.11 Dr. Habibur Rahman categorically opined that 
the victim woman was subjected to rape before her death. In such a scenario, without any 
tangible materials, there is left no room for the learned Additional Sessions Judge to presume 
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that those injury and bite marks were old in character. It is to be recalled that a judge is 
considered to be an impartial and neutral arbiter. Under no circumstances, he should abandon 
his high place of impartial arbiter and assume the role of a prosecutor, however altruistic its 
motive may be. 
    

    74. It would not be out of place to notice that the learned Additional Sessions Judge did not 
at all properly take into stock of the absurdity as well as surrealistic story as depicted by 
accused Rasu Kha in his confessional statement regarding lashing down of both the hands 
and legs of the victim woman at the back. It has already been observed that lashing down of 
both the hands and legs of a living person from behind is very difficult task and unusual as 
well. Moreover, had the victim woman be alive then, she must have put resistance by raising 
her voice or otherwise when she found that her both legs and hands are being tied up in a 
very unusual manner with the help of her torn veil and scarf by the accused which any 
prudent man would certainly do being swayed by natural instinct. Furthermore, the story of 
crossing the river as made out by the accused in his confession also sounds like a cock and 
bull story inasmuch as it is the most easiest and convenient way to cross a river by a person 
along with another adult one upon taking the latter within the lap of the former rather by 
lashing down both hands and legs in an unusual manner at the back. Having considered the 
pros and corns of the case together with the attending facts and circumstances, we are of the 
view that in a bid to fix the accused with the responsibility of the murder of the deceased 
woman such type of bizarre story was told by the accused in his confession which is against 
the course of normal behavioural pattern of human conduct. More so, the medico-legal 
evidence also does not bear out the facts disclosed by the accused in his confession including 
the observations made by the trial judge on the above score.   
      

    75. It is undeniable that accused Rasu Kha was first arrested on 06-08-2009 from Gazipur 
Bazar in connection with another case filed with Faridgonj P.S. Chandpur and thereafter, he 
was shown arrested in the instant case on 15-10-2009 while he was also under police custody 
in connection with the earlier one and further that he was again taken on remand in the 
present case and eventually, he was produced before the relevant Magistrate court on 18-10-
2009 by the investigation officer (P.W.6) with a prayer for recording his confession. 
Materials on record also do bear out the aforesaid factual events of the case. Therefore, it is 
patent that the confession of the accused was preceded by a prolonged police custody which 
has seriously affected the involuntary character of the same.   
      

    76. There is another aspect of the case which we cannot ignore at all. It is true that in the 
instant case no charge was framed against accused Rasu Kha for committing rape on the 
person of the deceased victim. Nevertheless, since it had happened in the course of the same 
transaction we need to put focus on the said issue in order to find out the veracity of the entire 
incident. As per confession, alleged victim Shahida was a prostitute and accused Rasu Kha 
had sexual intercourse with her at different times. Eventually, he (accused) coxed her into 
coming with him to the spot by giving false assurance of marriage and thereafter, he had 
sexual intercourse with her on consensus basis and eventually he killed her. But, it is curious 
to note that during post-mortem examination marks of violence was found on the private 
organ of the unknown deceased girl as a result P.W.11 opined that the victim girl was 
subjected to rape. In this connection, we may refer to the post-mortem report (Exhibit No.10) 
wherein it has clearly been mentioned that external injuries of variable sizes were found in 
the vagina of the victim woman and there was also bite marks in her each breast. We have 
already observed that the post-mortem report is found to be true and the defence has failed to 
belittle the facts stated therein. Moreover, this post-mortem report has been submitted on 
behalf of the prosecution and therefore, there is no scope to challenge the veracity of the 
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same on its side. In such a scenario, if the statements  made in (Exhibit No.10) can be 
regarded as true in that event the story depicted by accused Rasu Kha in his confessional 
statement becomes a nullity inasmuch as literally ‘rape’ and ‘ sexual intercourse with 
consent’ are 2(two) different words meaning different situations. More so, as per confession, 
the victim girl was a prostitute and accused Rasu Kha satisfied his carnal desire with her on 
consensus basis. If so, in that case also there is no possibility of leaving any injury mark on 
the private organ of the deceased victim. On this view point also the veracity of the 
confession of the accused appears to be highly doubtful and unbelievable.  
 

    77. The weird story as has been given by accused Rasu Kha in his confessional statement 
concerning tying up of both hands of the unknown deceased woman to her respective legs 
from behind also runs counter to the normal behavioural pattern of human being. From the 
proved facts and circumstances of the case it can be presumed that the unfortunate unknown 
deceased victim was first subjected to violation and then she was killed by strangulation and 
eventually, her dead body was thrown into the river after tying up her both hands to 
respective legs from behind.  
 

    78. It is to be noted further that charge of murder must be proved to the core beyond doubt 
by consistent and reliable evidence. When there is departure from the manner of occurrence 
as alleged by the prosecution found in the evidence during trial, the veracity of the 
prosecution case becomes doubtful and in such a case conviction and sentence cannot be 
sustained in the eye of law. 
  

    79. From the evidence and materials on record it further reveals that the investigation 
officer of the case did not carry out the investigation diligently and efficiently, rather it was 
done in a floppy manner inasmuch as the I.O. did not make any sincere endeavor to bring to 
light the whereabouts of the unknown deceased victim woman and further that he also did not 
make any attempt to verify the facts as alleged to have been disclosed by accused Rasu Kha 
in his confessional statement. The performance of the investigation officer in collecting 
incriminating evidences and materials is not at all satisfactory but highly deplorable. 
 

    80. In the aforementioned premises, we are of the dispassionate view that the prosecution 
has hopelessly failed to bring home the charge brought against accused Rasu Kha to the core 
and that the learned Additional Sessions Judge has most illegally found him guilty under 
Sections 302 and 201 of the Penal Code and accordingly convicted and sentenced him there 
under by the impugned judgment and order which is liable to be knocked down being 
contrary to law and evidence on record.  
 

    81. Accordingly, the death reference is rejected.  
 

    82. The judgment and order of conviction and sentence dated 22-04-2015 passed in 
Sessions Case No.156 of 2010 is set aside.  
 

    83. Condemned-prisoner Rasu Kha is found not guilty of the charge levelled against him 
and he is acquitted of the same.  
 

    84. The authority concerned is directed to release accused Rasu Kha immediately, if he is 
not wanted in connection with any other case.  
 

    85. The connected Jail Appeal being No.77 of 2015 is allowed.  
 

    86. Send down the L.C. Records along with a copy of the judgment to the court concerned 
forthwith. 
 


